operator algebras and established important connections with harmonic analysis and lattice theory.
The present work concerns itself with reflexive algebras and their invariant subspace lattices by establishing new connections with harmonic analysis, in particular the uniqueness problem for trigonometric series, and by developing further the subject of spectral synthesis in reflexive algebras with a commutative subspace lattice.
In Section 1 we explore the question of when the operator algebra associated with a commutative subspace lattice contains a nonzero compact operator. By viewing an operator as a distribution on a product group G x G, the theory in [2] allows one to construct, for each closed E c G, a commutative subspace lattice YE for which Alg(o4p,) n X(H) # 0 precisely when E is a set of multiplicity in the sense of harmonic analysis. This approach also leads to a number of theorems and examples describing the possible quantity and quality of compact operators in a reflexive algebra with a comutative subspace lattice. By showing that the graph of < is a set of uniqueness in 2" x 2" we obtain another proof that Alg(2", <, WZ,,~) contains no nonzero compact operators.
The second section is concerned with the phenomena of "noncommutative spectral synthesis." It is shown that for an important class of sets Kc G x G, Eli, = s&,,,(K) iff K is a set of spectral synthesis in the group G. A consequence of our analysis is that the tensor product formula for reflexive algebras [19] implies that the Cartesian product of two sets of spectral synthesis is again a set of spectral synthesis. The latter statement is at present a difficult unsolved problem in harmonic analysis.
Finally, we establish a general spectral synthesis theorem for infinite tensor products of operator algebras. This implies that the operator algebras Alg( 2 co , <, m,) are synthetic.
COMPACT OPERATORS IN REFLEXIVE ALGEBRAS
WITH A COMMUTATIVE SUBSPACE LATTICE
The invariant Subspace Lattice of a Compact Operator
Little is known about the invariant subspace lattice of a general Hilbert space operator. In the opposite direction one may take a subspace lattice 9 and ask whether there is an operator A such that 9 c Lat(A) (transitive lattice problem) [28, p. 781 .
Proof: The projections P, satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem 1.1.4. Corollary 1.1.5 may be used to settle a conjecture of Arveson [2, p. 4981 . For the pre-ordered measure spaces (2", 6, m,), 0 < p < 1, take B,, = ((xi, x2, . ..). x, = O}. It is an easy measure-theoretic exercise to verify that if {B,, > is a subsequence then and Therefore Alg ( 2 5 , 6, m,) contains no nonzero compact operators.
Connections with the Theory of Exceptional Sets in Harmonic Analysis
Arveson [2] was the first to point out that the operator algebra Alg(X, 6, m) contains a nonzero Hilbert-Schmidt operator iff the graph of the pre-order has positive product measure. More generally there is a close connection between the existence of compact operators in CSL algebras (reflexive algebras with a commutative subspace lattice) and the theory of exceptional sets ("thin sets") in harmonic analysis.
For a Hilbert space H, let X denote the set of compact operators in 3(H) and let +$, p < co, be the Schatten p-class. Certain exceptional sets may be used to construct CSL algebras with the following properties:
(i) Alg( P) n X # {0}, but Alg(P) contains no nonzero compact pseudo-integral operators.
(ii) Alg(P) contains a nonzero operator which is in 'Xp for all p > 2 but no nonzero Hilbert-Schmidt operators.
(iii) Alg(P) n X # {0}, but Alg(P) n gp = (0) for all p < GC.
Our reference for harmonic analysis on a locally compact abelian group will be [ 141. In order to avoid some technical difficulties we shall suppose throughout this section that G is a separable compact abelian group so that G = P is a countable discrete abelian group.
Let p E M(G) and let f~ L'(G). The convolution map C, : f + f * p defines a bounded linear operator on L'(G). The following proposition is well known. PROPOSITION 
(i)
The operator C, is in the Schatten p-class i&f /I E P( z-). ( ii) The operator C, is compact iff ji vanishes at infinity.
Recall the formula (C,fNx) = j f(x -Y) AdY). Since the characters form an orthonormal basis for L'(G) they diagonalize C,. The proposition follows. PROPOSITION 
The convolution operator C, is a pseudo-integral operator whose kernel {p-'} is given by /P(E) = p( -E+ x)
for any Bore1 set E E G.
Proof
Recall that if T: G + G is any measurable map and A E M(G) then we can obtain a measure A, defined by A,(E) = A(T-'(E)) for any Bore1 set E E G, and which has the property that whenever either side exists.
Fix x E G and let T, : G + G be given by T,(y) = x -y. Set p-' = pLT,. Then &J-)(x) = j f(x -Y) A&) G Furthermore it is easy to check that ,K'( E) = p( -E + x) for any Bore1 set E c G.
It is known that for any nondiscrete group G there is a measure p singular with respect to the Haar measure on G whose Fourier transform vanishes at infinity. Therefore we have the following corollary, which answers a question of A. Sourour [31, p. Proof: Take p E M(G) singular with respect to the Haar measure on G and with Fourier transform vanishing at infinity. Then C, is a compact pseudo-integral operator. For each x E G, $ is singular with respect to the Haar measure on G. By uniqueness of the kernel {p"} a.e. it follows that C, is not an integral operator. for a pseudomeasure on the product group G x G. The following theorem is fundamental. In order to prove the theorem we must show that for any (x, y) E G x G, (x, y) 4 supp(A) iff (x, y) $ supp(F,). If (x, y), $ supp A, then there exist open sets U, and U, about x and y, respectively, such that for any pair of functions u and v E A(G) with supports in U, and Uz, respectively, (Au, u) = 0. Now pick open sets P, E U, and P, E U2 about x and y, respectively, such that P, E U, and P, c U2. Then [30, Theorem 2.6.21 we can find functions s1 and s2 in A(G) such that
We can also assume that the support of si E Ui for i = 1,2. Now let feA(GxG) have support in P,xP,. Let T,ET*c-..* crxr be an ascending sequence of finite subsets of TX r such that U,"= I T, = rx r. If we write f(x, Y) = Lp f&4x) P(Y) then C,,ae r,f,sa(x) B(Y) converges to f(x, y) in the norm of A(Gx G). Hence sr(x) sz(y) 1 *,/I= TJ~sab) B(Y) converges in norm to s,(x) s2( y) f(x, y) =f(x, y). Therefore FAEa.BE T, f&(X) a(x) SAY) P(Y)) converges to FA(f). But FAEcr,B .f,,~~(x) a(x) Q(Y) B(Y)) = Llrern f&4(~) P(Y), sl(x) a(x)).
Since s,(x) a(x) is supported in U, and s2(y) p(y) is supported in U2 the last sum is 0. Hence (x, y) 4 supp(F,). The other implication follows from the fact that for any open set E E-G, the collection of functions in A(G) which are supported in E is dense in L'(E (ii) A closed set ES G is called a set of multiplicity in the strict sense (MO-set) if it supports a nonzero measure which is a pseudofunction.
Remark. Sets of multiplicity originally arose in connection with problems of uniqueness of trigonometric series and have been extensively studied. THEOREM 1.2.7. Let E c G x G be a closed set. Then (i) E is an M-set ifit supports a nonzero compact operator on L'(G).
(ii) E is an MO-set if it supports a nonzero compact pseudo-integral operator on L*(G).
Proof: (i) Suppose that E supports a nonzero compact operator K. Then supp FK 5 E. pK( -CI, -B) = c -o18 + 0 (see Theorem 1.2.4) as c(, /I go to infinity. Hence E is an M-set.
(ii) By (i), F, is a pseudofunction. But FK is given by the measure ( = kernel) which defines K. Hence E is an MO-set. It is of interest to use Theorem 1.2.7 to give a second proof that Alg (2" , 6, m,,,) contains no nonzero compact operators. This will follow immediately if we can show that the graph of ,< is a set of uniqueness in the group 2" x 2". Take 2" to be the group { -1, 1 } x { -1, 1> x . . . . The graph of 6 is
It is not hard to see that if 4: G --t G is a topological group isomorphism and Es G is a set of uniqueness then 4(E) is a set of uniqueness. Let F be thegroup{-1,1)x{--1,l)andletScFbe ((x. y): x<<y}.
Then to show that the graph of < is a set of uniqueness it suffices to show that S x S x ... is a set of uniqueness in the group F x F x . . . . It is natural to imagine about the extent to which the converses of the assertions of Theorem 1.2.7 are true. For example, suppose that E is an MO-set. Can a measure NE PF(E) be chosen that gives a nonzero compact operator on L*(G)? In general no, since E must be marginally nonnull [2, p. 4531 . Also N must not be concentrated on a marginally null set for then the associated pseudo-integral operator would be 0. The following is a partial converse of (ii). THEOREM 1.2.8. Suppose that a closed set E c G x G supports a measure p in PF(E) which is not concentrated on a marginally rtull set. Then E supports a nonzero pseudo-integral operator T such that F, E PF( E).
ProoJ Suppose that p satisfies the above conditions. By a simple extension of [14, Proposition 1.5.11 we may assume that ~20. Let pi be the maginal of p on the x-axis (= G x 0). By the Lebesgue decomposition theorem p, =f(x) dx+ S, where S I dx and f(x)EL'(G).
We now pick a set A c G such that JA f dx > 0, xa .f E L"(G), and S(A) = 0. Let v be the restriction of the measure ,U to the set A x G. Then v # 0 and v has an L" marginal on the x-axis. Since v @p, [14] again implies that YE PF(E).
Hence without loss of generality we may assume that ,U has an L' marginal on the x-axis and is a positive measure. Then there is a constant Ci such that p,(Q) < C,(dx)(Q) for any Bore1 set Q s G. Next we examine pZ, the y-marginal of p. Again ,+ = g(p) dy + S, where SIdy,g~L'(G).WecanfindasetBsuchthatS,gdry>O,~~g~L"(G), and S(B) = 0. Let v be the restriction of p to G x B. Then v # 0 and v E PF(E). Also v2 E L"(G). So there is a constant C, such that for any Bore1 set QEG, v2(Q)<C2(dy)(Q).
By construction v,(Q)<pi(Q)< C,(dx)(Q). Therefore [2, Theorem 1.5.11 T, is a nonzero pseudo-integral operator. Since F, = v, F,, E PFt-0 Combining Theorems 1.2.7 and 1.2.8 yields THEOREM 1.2.9. Let E be a closed set in G x G. Then E supports a nonzero pseudo-integral operator T, such that F, E PF(E) iff E is an M,-set which supports a p E PF(E) which is not concentrated on a marginally null set.
Before we proceed to the constructions (I)-(III) we need a few technical observations. Note that the Haar measure of q5(G x E) = 0 iff the Haar measure of E is 0, since q3 is a measure-preserving homeomorphism of G x G.
Next we describe a method for constructing closed partial orders on G. Consider a relation R on G u G (disjoint union) whose graph is shown in Fig. 1 . Thus R consists of the diagonal together with an arbitrary closed subset of G x G placed in the upper right-hand corner. It is not hard to verify that R is a closed pre-order. Now let E c_ G be a closed set and replace "ANY CLOSED SET" by q5(G x E). We will denote the resulting partial order by P,.
If F is a pseudomeasure on G and supp Fs E, then the operator E Alg(P,) and acts on L*(G w G).
Here, Alg ( resulting CSL algebras was introduced by Arveson in [2] and used by him to give his example of a CSL algebra which is not synthetic. LEMMA 1.2.10. Let E c G be a closed set. Then
Proof: (i) Suppose that 4(G x E) is an M-set. Since 4 is a group homeomorphism it follows that G x E is an M-set. Hence there is a pseudofunction D, #O such that supp D, z G x E. There exists
Then D, # 0 and supp D2 c E. Hence E is an M-set.
For the converse let D be a nonzero pseudofunction with supp D c E. Then the pseudofunction 10 D has supp( 1 @D) 5 G x E.
The proof of (ii) is similar. THEOREM 1.2.11. Let ES G be closed. Then (i) Alg(P,) contains a nonzero compact operator iff E is an M-set. (ii) Alg(P,) contains a nonzero compact pseudo-integral operator iff E is an MO-set.
(iii) Alg(P,) n Schatten p-class # 0 iff E supports a nonzero pseudo measure whose Fourier transform is in Ip.
Proof: (i) Assume that Alg(P,) n X # 0. Then by Theorem 1.2.7, q5(G x E) is an M-set and so by Lemma 1.2.10 E is an M-set. Conversely if E is an M-set then there is a nonzero pseudofunction D with supp DEE. Then
is a nonzero compact operator in Alg(P,).
The proof of (ii) is similar to (i). For the proof of (iii) one shows that if T E Alg(P,) n V,, then each of the pseudofunctions
ccE$lixed has support in E and Fourier transform in Ip. If T # 0 then at least one of these is nonzero.
One further consequence of our analysis is worth noting. The operators in A,,,(&G x E)) correspond to bounded matrices whose "diagonals" are pseudomeasures supported in E.
Let us consider the circle group T as the unit interval [0, l] and suppose that O<<<i.
and in general obtain E, from E, _ i by removing the middle (1 -20th from all intervals which compose E,-i. Set E, = n,"_0 E,. Cantor's middle-third set occurs when 5 =+. It is known that E, is a set of uniqueness iff l/t is a Pisot number [13] . Hence we have the following 
V-Lvm n times n times
Since t= n( 1/2n), Holder's inequality gives F'= (F)' E 1'. This says that F"E L2(G) and is concentrated on a set of measure 0. Hence F" =0 so
We now make use of the existence of a closed set E E T such that the Lebesgue measure of E+ ... +E=O n times for all n and which supports a nonzero measure p whose Fourier transform vanishes at infinity [14, Proposition 6.3.131. Then Alg(P,) contains a nonzero compact operator. If Alg(P,) contained a nonzero operator in some Schatten p-class then E would support a nonzero pseudomeasure whose Fourier transform is in Ip. The above lemma shows that this is not possible. and let be the Riesz idempotent corresponding to 1 [28, Theorem 2.101. Then E # 0 and since (A -K) -' is in the uniformly closed algebra generated by K and 1 so is E. Thus E E Alg L(X, 6, m). Furthermore the range of E is finite dimensional so E is a Hilbert-Schmidt operator. Thus E = 0. This contradiction proves that a(K) = (0) so K is quasinilpotent.
This result also follows from a theorem of Hopenwasser since in this case L(X, 6, m) will contain no atoms [ 161.
We will give examples to show that the nilpotency index of K can be any natural number greater than 2 (in previous examples it was 2). Then we construct an example where K is quasinilpotent but not nilpotent.
Let Ec [0, 27c] be an M,-set such that for each natural number n, the Lebesgue measure of Since E is closed it is easy to see that for any k, ek E E or ek = 0. Furthermore xi + ei, + . . . + e' < 271 so that x + e, + .*. + e, < 271. Hence (x, u) = i, (x,x+e,+ ... + e,) E P. Thus P is closed. Let P, = {e: (x, e) E P}. The Lebesgue measure of P,< is zero for each x since P,z,' E. Therefore by Fubini's theorem the Lebesgue measure of P is zero.
Define a pseudo-integral operator T, E Alg(P) by
(translate the measure ,U by x), it being understood that for x E [(II -2)( 2n/n), (n -1 )( 2n/n)] we only use that part of p which "lies" in [0,27c] . It is evident that supp T, 2 P and supp T,, may be visualized as in certain "squares" it follows that T, is compact. Also we may assume that 2x/n E supp ,u so that Evidently T", = 0 To construct an algebra Alg(P) which contains a quasinilpotent compact operator which is not nilpotent and for which the measure of P is zero we pick for each n 2 2 a CSL algebra Alg(P,) such that the measure of P, is zero and such that Alg(P,) contains a compact operator K,, with nilpotency index equal to n. We may assume that Ij K,,[I + 0 and then take K = @ ,"= 2 K,, in the CSL algebra Alg(P) = @ ,"= 2 Alg(P,). K is quasinilpotent but not nilpotent and P being a countable disjoint union of sets of measure zero has measure 0.
As a further illustration of how the pre-order P determines both the quantity and the quality of the compact operators in Alg(P), we have the following. THEOREM 1.3.2. Suppose that KE Alg( P) belongs to some Schatten p-class, p < CO. If the measure of P is zero then K is nilpotent.
ProoJ Pick n such that K belongs to the Schatten 2n-class. Then K" is a Hilbert-Schmidt operator in Alg(P). Hence K" = 0.
Let P,, P, be standard pre-orders on standard Bore1 measure spaces (X, p) and (Y, v), respectively. The tensor product order P, @ P, on (XxY,~~v)isdefinedby(x,,y,)6(x,,y,)iffx,dx,andy,~),,.Ifthe characteristic functions XE,(X), x~,(x), . . . define P, and XF,(Y), XF~(Y), . . . define P,, the tilde standing for complement, then the characteristic functions xE, x r, ~~~~ y, . . together with xXx9, xxx FZ, . . . define P, @ Pz. This turns (X x Y, ,U x v) into a standard pre-ordered measure space and we obtain the associated CSL algebra Alg(P, 0 P2). We note that if A E Alg( PI) and BE Alg(P,) then the tensor product A @ B is in Alg( P, @ P2). Let %$ denote the Schatten P-class. THEOREM 1.3.3. The algebra Alg(P, 0 P2) n %p # (0) iff Alg(P,) n VD # (0) and Alg(P,) n VP # (0).
Proof
Suppose that A E Alg( P,) n %,,, BE Alg( Pz) n ?$ and A, B # 0. Then A@B#O and AOBEAlg(P,@Pz)n%?p.
Conversely suppose that Alg(P, 0 P2) contains a nonzero KE%?,,. We will assume the p, v are finite measures. The a-finite case follows easy from this. Then K has as an invariant subspace each of the projections P,, y. There exist f~ L'(X), g E L2( Y) such that w(x, y) = K(f( This theorem can be thought of as an analogue of the fact that in a compact abelian group the product of two M-sets is an M-set. Now let Alg(P,) @ Alg(P,) denote the ultraweak closure of the linear span of all tensors A @ B with A E Alg( P,) and BE Alg(P,). We shall see in Section 2 that the unsolved problem Alg(P,) @ Alg(P2) = Alg(P, 0 PJ is related to a difficult unsolved problem in harmonic analysis, i.e., whether the product of two sets of spectral synthesis is again a set of spectral synthesis.
@?p-Density in Reflexive Operator Algebras
A very interesting and promising lattice-theoretic structural question was proposed by Arveson in [2, p. 4691 and is still not completely answered. Let us call a subspace lattice B strongly reflexive if there is a set S of compact operators on H such that 2 = Lat(S). When is a separately acting commutative subspace lattice strongly reflexive? Consequently Hopenwasser, Laurie, and Moore [ 191 characterized those commutative subspace latices (CSLs) for which the HilberttSchmidt operators are dense in Alg(T) as the completely distributive CSLs. Laurie and Longstaf contributed further to this circle of ideas in [27] and proposed problem 2. Some ideas from the previous section allow us to settle this for p < co. We will need to use the following deep "non-self-adjoint density theorem." is continuous in the ultraweak topology. The result follows at once. Let G$, be the Schatten p-class, p < co. THEOREM 1.4.3. Let A be a reflexive operator algebra with a commutative subspace lattice. If A n %$ is dense in A then A n trace class operators is dense in A.
Proof Let E be a semi-invariant projection for A and let I be the ideal of trace class operators in A. We will show that EIE # 0. We may assume that p is a natural number.
Let B be the ideal of gP operators in the algebra EAE. If every product of p such operators is zero then by Lemma 1. Compact perturbations of operator algebras have been the subject of considerable study for various reasons [4,7, lo] . One problem is that of determining whether d + X is norm closed in 9(H). It is known that compact perturbations of C*-algebras are norm closed and furthermore that if d has an "approximate identity" of compact operators then d + X is norm closed [26, Proposition 7.11 . In particular the algebra of compact perturbations of a nest algebra is norm closed [lo] .
In this chapter we will give an example of a CSL algebra Alg(P) such that Alg(P) + X is not norm closed. A closed set E is called a set of spectral synthesis iff PM(E) = N(E). Let q(E)=inf(limsup IS(n)l/llSIIPM: SEN(E), S#O}.
In [ 141 a closed set E c T is constructed which has the following properties:
E is what is known as a U, -set, i.e., PF(T) n N(E) = {0}, (iii) E is a set of spectral synthesis (cf. [ 14, Lemma 4.3.6, Proof of 4.3.3, and Lemma 4.3.7).
From (ii) and (iii) we immediately infer that PF(E) = (0). Hence E is not a set of multiplicity.
Through a number of simple observations we now proceed to show that Alg(P,) + X is not norm closed.
First recall that Alg(P,) can be described as the algebra of all (%I L*), where TE J&,,(& T x E)), the set of all operators supported in #(T x E), and M,, M2 are in the algebra of multiplication operators on L*(T). It is easy to see that Alg(P,) + X is norm closed iff &&J&T x E)) + S is norm closed as a set. 
Now if n: 9(H) + 9(H)/X(H) is the quotient map into the Calkin algebra and d is a collection of operators then &'+ d is norm closed iff rr(ral) is closed in the

SPECTRAL SYNTHESIS IN REFLEXIVE ALGEBRAS
Spectral Synthesis in dm,,(&G x E))
In this section we show how, for compact G, harmonic analysis in A(G x G) "embeds" in that of %?,(L'(G)). This allows us to transfer results in the spectral synthesis of pseudomeasures to CSL algebras. Remark. For Hilbert space operators "tr" extends the distributional action of Fs on A(G x G) to %7,(,5'(G)).
We now indicate a general method for obtaining closed sets K s G x G for which a,,,(K) # am,,(K) [2] . Let K be a closed set in G x G which is not synthetic in the sense of harmonic analysis. Then there is a nonzero pseudomeasure D with supp D c K and a nonzero f'~ A(G x G) such that f vanishes on K and D(f) #O. Hence D is not the w*-limit of measures supported in K. Now if D = FB for some Hilbert space operator B then a,,,(K) # Cl,,,(K). This is because, by Corollary 2.1.2, B cannot be the ultraweak limit of a net of pseudo-integral operators.
Indeed suppose for example that f(y) =C, a,e""' is in A(T), C,, 6(-n) eblJ is in PM(E), and that f vanishes on E with D(f) = C, 6( -n) a, # 0. Then the convolution operator C, is supported in cp( T x E), the functionf(x -y) vanishes on cp( T x E), and For any pseudo-integral operator G supported in cp( T x E) we have 0 = FGUlx-y))=tr(G~ Tfc,-,J. Hence amax(cp(TxE)) f~,,,(cp(TxE)). Thus the CSL algebra Alg(P,) is not synthetic. In fact we will show next that if a closed set E is contained in G, a separable locally compact abelian group, then Alg(P,) is synthetic iff E is a set of spectral synthesis in the sense of harmonic analysis. This amounts to proving that a,,,(q(G x E)) = a,Jcp(G x E)) iff E is a set of spectral synthesis. Owing to the possible noncompactness of G, we shall encounter some technical difficulties which we have hitherto been able to avoid.
From now on therefore, G will denote a separable locally compact abelian group. It is known that G contains an open subgroup isomorphic to R" x K for some n and compact abehan group K [30, Theorem 2.4.11. Hence G is a-compact. It is also known that G is metrizable. The next lemma says that if h(a, /J) is a bounded continuous function which is concentrated on a neighborhood of the diagonal, then the "kernel" h(cr, /?) defines a bounded integral operator on L2(G), and moreover, this integral operator is the strong limit of a sequence of linear combinations of "diagonals" of h(a, 8). Proof Let if,} be a bounded sequence of L' functions which converges in the weak* topology to the point mass located at CI. Consider S, E PM(G) defined by
&MY)) = S(L(4 i(Y)).
It is evident that supp S,, c E. We will show that S,, converges in the weak* topology to S,. Now Here we have written 9: L'(G) -+ L2(f) for the Fourier transform and recalled that (9-"f)(x) =p( -x). W e see that Int k represents the operator 9K9-1 on L'(f). If K is not an integral operator choose a sequence {K, j of integral operators, as above, with common compact support such that K,, converges weakly to K. Then
for L" functionsf, g having compact support.
We also have that sup,, Ilk,,(a, J?)II, < cc so that k,(a, /l)f(P) g(a) is dominated by an L' function and converges pointwise to k(a, /?) f(P) g(a). Lebesgue's dominated convergence theorem yields Hence the kernel k(a, /I) represents FKF-' on L'(f) whenever K has compact support. Note for future reference that the kernel is independent of E provided supp K s E x E. Now associate an element of PM(G x G) with each compactly supported operator K on L'(G) by the formula &(a, P) = ha, -PI.
It is possible to show, in essentially the same way as in Section 1, that supp(F,) = supp(K).
We next collect some facts about a certain operator-valued integral. In
where TX is translation on L'(G) and A E .Y(L2(G)). The group U is ultraweakly continuous so that for each f E L'(G) and A E 9'(L2(G)) there is an operator tJ,A such that for any ultraweakly continuous linear functional p, p( UfA) = JG S(x) p( U,' A) dx. Furthermore if (fn} is a bounded approximate identity for L'(G) then UfnA converges ultraweakly to A.
The first fact that we wish to establish is that if A has compact support then even though U,.A may not have compact support there is a kernel on I-x r which represents 9( U, A ) 9 -'. Let A g be compactly supported L" functions on f. Then Thus every diagonal of UfA is a scalar multiple of the corresponding diagonal of A. From this we may also conclude that if p has compact support then Qa, /I) is concentrated on a neighborhood of the diagonal.
We can now associate a pseudomeasure FU,A with U,A by the formula f,,(a, B) =&a, -P).
It can be shown that supp(F,,,) = supp( U,-A).
LEMMA 2.1.6. Let E be a closed subset of G. Let A E Gl,,,(cp(G x E)) and fe L'(G). Then UfA E a,,,((p(G x E)).
ProoJ: There exists a family Y of open product sets E, x E,, each disjoint from q$G x E), such that A E 15Z,,,(cp(G x E)) iff PE, AP,, = 0 for all E, x E, E Y. For any ultraweakly continuous linear functional p, and any E,xE,EF, r@,,( U,A) PEJ = Jo J-(x) ME, LA TJ',) dx = Jo 0x1 P(T~,P,,+,AP,,+,T,) dx.
Fix XEG and suppose that (E, +x)x (E,+x)nq(Gx E) #O. Then (e,+x,e,+x)=(a,a-b)
fr some e,EEI, e,EE2, UEG, beE. This gives (e,, ez) = (a -x, a -x -b) E rp(G x E), contradicting E, x E, n cp(Gx E)=@. Hence PE,+xAPE2+.v= 0 Thus PE,(UfA) P, = 0 and so U,A E %n,,(cp(G x El).
We are now ready to prove THEOREM 2.1.7. Let E be a closed subset of G. Then Alg(P,) is synthetic iff E is a set of spectral synthesis in the sense of harmonic analysis.
Proof: As we remarked previously, it s&ices to show that a,,,(cp(G x E)) =a,,,(cp(G x E)) iff E is a set of spectral synthesis. So assume that E is a set of spectral synthesis. Let A E 6Z,,,,,(cp(G x E)). Since G is a-compact there is an increasing sequence K, c K, c ... of compact sets such that G = lJ,"= I K,,. The sequence P," AP, converges strongly to A. Also a,,,(q(G x E)) is a bimodule over the multiplication algebra so P, AP, E 6Em,,((p (G x E) ). Hence it follows that we need only show that every compactly supported operator in a,,,(cp(G x E)) is in a,,((p (G x E) ). So let A be a compactly supported element of a,,,(cp(G x E)). Take a bounded approximate identity for L'(G) such that for each n,Tn has compact support. Then U,"A converges ultraweakly to A.
Thus it suffices to show that U,;A l 6E~,(cp(G x E)). Recall that 9( CJfnK) 9"' E F(a,,,(cp(G x E))) 9 -' is represented on L*(r) by a kernel k(cr, /I) which is concentrated on a neighborhood of the diagonal. Furthermore S( ?,"A) 9 ~ ' is the strong limit of a sequence of operators of the form For the converse we consider only the case where G is R" x Q for some separable compact group Q, leaving the general case where G is a countable disjoint union of cosets of R" x Q to the reader. Suppose that E c G is not a set of spectral synthesis. Then there is a pseudomeasure D supported in E and gE L'(T) such that 2 vanishes on E and D(g) #O. Let {fn} be an approximate identity for L'(f) and suppose that for all n, fn has compact support. Then if a net {B,} has common compact support and converges ultraweakly to B, {FBZ} will converge in the weak* topology to F,. We will then use the pseudomeasure D to construct B E a,,,(cp(G x E)) such that B 4 amin((P(G x E)). Toward this end we need a routine generalization of [30, Theorem 2.7 .61. That is, suppose that f is a function on T" x Q, 0 < 6 < rc, and f is supportedin [-n+6,7~-~SIjnxQ.Thenf~A(R"xQ)ifff~A(T"xQ).To prove this make use of the function h(x,) . . . h(x,), (x,, . . . . x,) E R", defined on R" x Q, and follow the proof in [30] . This result is also true if we regard T" as [-MC, mnln for some natural number m and insist that f vanish outside [ -rnn + 6, rnn -S]" x Q.
Let B be a compactly supported operator on L*(G). Then there is a compact set S such that supp BE S x S. Let c E L'(T) have the property ? = 1 on S and c vanishes outside some compact subset of G. IffE L'(Tx I) then the convolution (c(a) c(b)) * (f(cc, fi)) E L'(Tx r) and its Fourier transform t(x) t(y) f(x, y) vanishes off a compact subset of G x G. The function t(x) ?(y)f(x, y) will be denoted by fc(x, y). Now define an integral operator T, on L2(G) by the formula (T+)(x) =s fcb, x) 4~) 4~ Here k,(cc, /I) represents 9B,,9 -' on L2(r). A previous argument involving Lebesgue's dominated convergence theorem implies that S&f@, PI k,(u, B) da 43 converges to IrJrj(or, /I) k(a, /I) da dB (here k(a, p) represents P-BP-' on L*(T)). Since tr(B,Tf) + tr(BTf) we have that tr(BTf) = F,(f). Now consider the operator M,:C, on L*(G), where M, is multiplication by I! and C, is convolution by the compactly supported pseudomeasure D. It is evident that Mr C, has compact support. Say supp M, C, z K x K. Let {B,} be a net of pseudo-integral operators which converges ultraweakly to M,C,. We may assume that supp B, c K x K for every M. Then { FB,} is a net of measures which converges in the weak* topology to FMrCD. But then (( FB,))q is a net of measures which converges in the weak* toplogy to (FM(cD)m. But (F,,,icD), is the pseudomeasure which sends f,(x)f2(y) to (jG Cam dx). D(fZ(y)) (tensor product). It is evident that (FMMrCJV is not synthesizable. Hence MpCD $ ~~in((P(G x E)).
Next we wish to emphasize the important role played by the sets cp(G x E) in the theory of CSL algebras. Let G be a separable locally compact abelian group and let C be a closed subsemigroup of G containing 0. A pre-order is defined as in [2, p. 4971 . Thus x d y iff y -x E 2. The graph of this pre-order is {(x, x + s): x E G, s E 2:) = cp(G x -2). The CSL algebra associated with this pre-order is denoted by Alg(Z). It is evident that Alg(C)'= ol,,,(cp(G x -.Z')). Hence we have THEROREM 2.1.8. The operator algebra Alg(C) is synthetic iff Z is a set of spectral synthesis in the sense of harmonic analysis.
Unfortunately it seems to be unknown whether there is a closed semigroup C which is not a set of spectral synthesis.
For any closed sets E,, E, in G it is possible to show that the tensor product formula Alg(P,,) @ Alg(P,,) = Alg(P,, @ PEZ) holds iff &,,(cp(G x E,)) @ Kn,,(cp(G x Ed) = am,,(cp(G x G x E, x 6)). Now suppose that G is compact, SE 6X ,,,(cp(G x El)), and TE Qk,(cp(G x ~9). Then S @ T E 6E,,,(G x G x E, x E2) and each diagonal of S @ T (after Fourier transform) defines a pseudomeasure supported in E, x EZ. In fact each diagonal of S@ T defines a pseudomeasure which is a tensor product of pseudomeasures supported in E, and E,, respectively. If both E, and E, are sets of spectral synthesis then such a tensor product can be synthesized by measures. Hence each diagonal of S@ T is in 6E,,,((p(G x G x E, x E,)). We have seen that this implies SO TE~,~,((~(G x G x E, x E2)). For a noncompact group G the argument can be modified to yield the same conclusion. We can now prove THEOREM 2.1.9. Let E,, E2 be sets of spectral synthesis in a separable locally compact abelian group G. Then Alg(P,,) @ Alg(P,,) = Alg(P,, Q P,) iff E, x E2 is a set of spectral synthesis in G x G.
Proof. If Alg(P,,) @ Alg(Pa) = Alg(P,, 0 PE2) then a,,,(q(G x E,)) @ ~,,,(cp(G x EJ) = a,,,(cp(G x G x El x Ed). Since a,,,(cp(G x El)) @ d,,,(cp(G x E2)) c 6Kmin(q(G x G x E, x E2)) by discussion above, it follows that 6Xil,Jcp(G x G x E, x E2)) = cX~,,(~(G x G x E, x E2)). Hence E, x E, must be a set of spectral synthesis.
Conversely suppose that E, x E, is a set of spectral synthesis. Then 6X,,((G x G x E, x E2)) = a,,,(cp(G x G x E, x E2)). Suppose Tp is a pseudointegral operator in 6Xmin(q(G x G x E, x E2)). Then after Fourier transformation each diagonal of T, is a measure supported in El x E2. Such a measure is the w*-limit of a net of measures each of which is a linear combination of tensor products of measures supported in E, and E2, respectively. Therefore T, E a,,,( cp( G x E, )) 0 a,,,,,( rp( G x E2)).
Hence @min((P(GXGxEt x&))~~,,,((P(GxE~)) 63 am,,(cp(Gx&)) SO Qk,,(cp(G x El)) @ a,,,(cp(G x E2)) = a,,,(cp(G x G x E, x EJ).
Therefore Alg( P,, ) @ Alg( PE2) = Alg( P,, 0 PEJ. COROLLARY 2.1.10. Ifsemigroups C,, C, are sets of spectral synthesis in G then Alg(C,) @ Alg(C,) =Alg(C, x C,) iff 2, x C, is a set of spectral synthesis in G x G.
The importance of Corollary 2.1 .lO and Theorem 2.1.8 lies in that they enable us to deal with synthesis in Alg(E) and the tensor product formula Alg(C,) 0 Alg(C,) = Alg(C, x 2,) when the semigroup have zero Haar measure by using methods from harmonic analysis. For example, it is known that any closed subgroup H, of G is a set of spectral synthesis [30] . Hence we can conclude that the von Neumann algebra Alg(H,) is synthetic and that for any closed subgroup H, of G, Alg (H,) @ Alg(H*) = Alg(ffI x H, 1.
Spectral Synthesis in Infinite Tensor Products
For each n = 1, 2, . . . let (X,, P,, d.x,) be a pre-ordered probability measure space. That is, X, is a compact metric space, P, is a closed pre-order on X,,, and dx, is a probability measure on X,,. We can define a closed pre-order P, @P, 0 .'. on the compact metric space x=x, xX2x ..' iff x,<y, for n= 1,2, . . . . If we equip X with the infinite product measure dxl dx, . . . then (X, P, @ P20 ..., dx, dx2.. .) is a pre-ordered probability measure space. The associated CSL algebra is denoted by Alg(P, @ Pz @ . ..). We now give necessary and sufficient conditions for spectral synthesis in Alg(P, @ P2 0 . .).
First we recall a few facts concerning functions in L'(dx, dx, ...) which depend only on a finite number of coordinates .0x,, x2, .*.)=g(x,, x2, ..., x,1. respectively. One sees that U' x V' is disjoint from the graph of P, @Pz@ ..' so (TS, g) = 0. Hence P, TP, E Alg( P, 0 P, @ . . . @ P,,). THEOREM 2.2.4. The operator algebra Alg(P, @ P2 @ '.) is synthetic i# for each n, Alg( P, @ P, @ . . @ P,) is synthetic.
Proof
Assume that for every n, Alg(P, BP, &I *.. @P,) is synthetic. Let TE AIg( PI @ Pz @ . . . ). By Lemmas 2.2.1 and 2.2.3 the operators T, = (P, TP,) 0 1 E Alg( P, @ Pz @ . .).
Since Alg(PI @ P2@ ... 0 P,) is synthetic, there is a net {Ax} of pseudointegral operators such that Hence A,@ lx P,TP,@ 1.
By Lemma 2.2.2, A, @ 1 is a pseudo-integral operator, so T,, E A,i,( P, @P, @ . . .). If we show that then TE A,,,(P, @P,@ . ..). and the algebra will be synthetic. Since P, -+' I we know that P, T -+' T. Furthermore I( P,TP,,II 6 I(TI/ and so jI(P,TP,) @ 1 Jj < 1) TIJ for all IZ. Pick f, E L*(dx, ... dx,). Then for sufficiently large n, T,f=((P,lTP,)Ql)f=(P,TP,,)f=P,Tf-r Tf:
Therefore lim, j ,~ T,,f = Tf on a dense subset of L*(dx, dx, .,*) and so T, +' T. Proof. The partial order on 2" is the partial order PO PQ . ., where P is the obvious order on the space { -1, l}. For each n the algebra Alg( P @ P @ . . P) is a CSL algebra on a finite-dimensional Hilbert space and so is synthetic. Hence Alg(2", <, m,) is synthetic. COROLLARY 2.2.6. The algebras Alg(2", <, mp) are doubly generated.
We would like to conclude by listing some open problems which we feel are important for future progress. When is Alg(G, Z, 11) synthetic?
